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WIN A TRIP TO MELBOURNE AND FOLLOW IN
PHRYNE FISHER'S FOOTSTEPS!
To celebrate the publication of the latest book in the Phryne Fisher series,
Queen of the Flowers, Allen & Unwin and Abbey’s are offering Phryne fans the
chance to follow in Phryne's footsteps with Kerry Greenwood leading you on a
crime tour of Melbourne.
This great prize includes return flights for two adults from Sydney to Melbourne,
one night's accommodation at The Windsor, a crime tour of Melbourne hosted by
Kerry Greenwood and a restorative High Tea at The Windsor, this is the ultimate
prize for Phryne fans.
Just purchase any Phryne Fisher novel from Abbey's during the month of June,
fill out an entry form answering a question about Phryne and you'll be in with a
chance to win this fantastic competition.
For more information visit us here at Abbey's.
(Please note: Mail order customers will be sent an entry form with their purchase
of any Phryne Fisher novel.).
Competition closes 30 June.

EDGAR AWARD
WINNERS
BEST NOVEL
Resurrection Men by Ian Rankin (Pb 17.95)
BEST FIRST NOVEL BY AN AMERICAN
AUTHOR
Death of a Nationalist
by Rebecca Pawel (Hb 49.95) (t/o only)
BEST PAPERBACK ORIGINAL
Find Me Again by Sylvia Maultash Warsh
(Pb 17.95)
BEST CRITICAL/BIOGRAPHICAL
Beautiful Shadow:
A Life of Patricia Highsmith
by Andrew Wilson (Hb 69.95)
BEST FACT CRIME
Devil in the White City
by Erik Larsen (Tp 32.95)
SIMON & SCHUSTER/MARY HIGGINS
CLARK AWARD
Song of the Bones
by M K Preston (Hb 54.00) (t/o only)

AGATHA AWARD WINNERS
BEST NOVEL
Letter From Home
by Carolyn Hart (Hb 49.95, To Order Only)
BEST FIRST NOVEL
Maisie Dobbs
by Jacqueline Winspear (Tp 29.95)
BEST NONFICTION
Amelia Peabody's Egypt: A Compendium
edited by Elizabeth Peters and Kristen
Whitbread (Hb 59.95)

QUEENS BIRTHDAY PUBLIC HOLIDAY
MON 14 JUNE
WE ARE OPEN 10AM - 5PM

Modern Crime
Jeff ABBOTT
Cut and Run
340pp Tp 29.95
Many years ago, Ellen Mosley
became Eve Michaels. She left her
husband, her adored children and her
safe living for a life on the run, a new
lover and $500,000. But when she found
that the money belonged to the Mob and
that they weren’t too happy about losing
it, there was only one choice: She
returned the cash to its owners. The
Mafia, impressed by her balls - and her
smarts - offered her a job in the family
and she thrived. Now, her grown-up son,
Whit, wants to find her. His father is
dying and he wants to call Ellen Mosley
to her husband’s deathbed to pay her
dues. But when he finally tracks her
down, it could not be at a worse time.
Eve’s position in the organisation is
under attack, and soon enough both
mother and son are on the run from the
Mob again... (American)

KEY
academic
banking
canine detectives
clerical
cosy/malice domestic
culinary/food
fbi
feline detectives
forensic
horse racing mystery
medical
military
native american
police procedural
political/legal
psychological
private eye
romantic suspense
sport
spy
suspense/thriller
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Campbell ARMSTRONG
White Rage
373pp Tp 29.95
Lou Perlman
returns to Glasgow’s
dark underbelly in
this
atmospheric
novel. When a young
Asian entrepreneur
dies in a suspicious
fall from his high-rise
apartment and an
Indian kindergarten
teacher is gunned
down in front of her class, it is clear to DS
Lou Perlman that he is dealing with
racially motivated murders. The
emergence of a group called White Rage
and a growing sense of fear across the city
of Glasgow means that Perlman needs
some answers quickly. At the same time,
he needs to make sense of a crime that is
closer to home, the mysterious shooting
of his own brother Colin. Lou’s
conviction that the killing is connected to
the underworld boss Leo Kilroy nags at
his mind almost as much as his unspoken
love for Colin’s widow, Miriam. (Irish)
Larry AXELROOD
The Advocate (2000)
304pp Pb 14.95
Criminal defence attorney Darcy Cole is
facing one of the biggest cases of his
distinguished career, but at the same time
he must deal with his own midlife crisis.
He has just won an acquittal for his client,
the beautiful, self-centred Lynne Tobias,
from the charge of murdering her
husband, a prominent Chicago attorney.
But now Tobias faces federal charges of
conspiracy to defraud an insurance
company in connection with the death of
her husband. (American)
John BAKER
White Skin Man
245pp Tp 29.95
The dark, hook-nosed man held an
incredible fascination for photographer
Katy Madika as she took shots of the
sunlit docks. She was strangely drawn to
his striking looks and it was perhaps fate
that her camera ended up being the only
witness to his murder... Katy runs,
clutching the precious evidence, but the
killer comes after her and claims the
camera, warning her against ever
revealing what she saw. But unbeknownst
to him, she has already palmed the digital
images. When she returns to the spot, the
body is gone and for weeks there is no
indication that anything had happened.
Stone Lewis, for the
first time in a long time,
is happy. But when
Katy comes into his life
and tells the story of the
strange murder, he is
once again drawn into
the dark side of life.
(English)
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Lawrence BLOCK
The Burglar on the Prowl
291pp Pb 21.95
The
new
Bernie
Rhodenbarr mystery.
Sophisticated
yet
down-to-earth,
philosophical
yet
practical, Bernie is a
gentleman
who
knows and loves his
territory,
the
gloriously diverse and
electric streets of
Manhattan; a connoisseur who surrounds
himself with the finer things in life,
including his tailless Manx tabby Raffles,
and good friends like his neighbour
Carolyn. In fact, it is a friend who gets
him in his latest jam. Bernie is minding
his own business when he is asked for a
favour - a neat, uncomplicated bit of
vengeful larceny that will reap a tidy
profit, an offer the intrepid thief cannot
refuse. (American)
Anna BLUNDY
The Bad News Bible
277pp Tp 32.95
Meet Faith Zanetti,
War Correspondent.
“This book is about
Faith Zanetti, a war
correspondent, who
is loosely based on
me. I say loosely
because I am a
housewife
who
doesn’t smoke or
drink and she is a war
correspondent who chain smokes and
drinks a lot of neat vodka. She is brave
and funny and beautiful and in this book
she’s in Jerusalem investigating a friend’s
violent death and reporting on the
ongoing war. Faith and her friends spend
most of their time in the bar and they are
all irreverent and hilarious. I’m an insider
here to the extent that my dad was a war
correspondent and I spent a lot of time
when I was little sitting in the bar at the
American Colony Hotel in Jerusalem
where this book’s set, listening to the war
stories and the gossip. Dad was killed in
El Salvador in 1989. I was a journalist
myself for ten years, mostly for the Times,
and I was the Times correspondent in
Moscow in the late nineties. Hope you’ll
love the book!” - Anna (English)
Laura BRADLEY
The Brush-Off 342pp Pb 15.95
A Hair Raising mystery #1. She is a
cut above the average sleuth. Make an
appointment for intrigue at Reyn Marten
Sawyer’s hair salon! Outrageous,
flirtatious and as colourful as a magenta
Mohawk, Reyn tracks twisted crimes,
untangles tight knots, and never leaves
loose ends. (American)
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Rita Mae BROWN
The Tail of the Tip-Off
365pp Pb 17.95
A Mrs Murphy mystery #11. Postmistress
Mary Minor ‘Harry’ Haristeen and her
friends keep warm with hard work, hot
toddies and the University of Virginia’s
women’s basketball team at the old
stadium affectionately dubbed ‘The
Clam.’ But the usual post-game high
spirits are laid low when contractor HH
Donaldson drops dead in the parking lot.
And pretty soon word has spread that it
was not a heart attack that did him in.
Things that don’t sit right with Harry
make her restless, curious and prone to
poking her not-very-sensitive human
nose into dangerous places. So the
animals start paying closer attention to
what the people around them are doing
and they are the first ones to realise when
the next murder occurs. (American)
Ian CALDWELL & Dustin THOMASON
The Rule of Four
370pp Tp 29.95
This riveting novel about power,
obsession, a priceless Renaissance book
and a centuries-old mystery is a cross
between The Name of the Rose (Pb
24.95) and The Secret History (Pb 22.95).
Tom Sullivan is about to graduate from
Princeton. He is intelligent and popular
but haunted by the violent death of his
father several years earlier. His father was
an academic who devoted his life to
studying one of the most complex and
valuable books in the world. Since its
publication in 1499, the Hypnerotomachia
Poliphili has baffled scholars. Coded in
seven languages, the text is at once a
passionate love story, an intricate
mathematical labyrinth and a tale of
arcane brutality. Paul Harris, Tom’s
roommate, has deeply personal reasons
for wanting to unveil the secrets the book
hides. When a long-lost diary surfaces, it
seems the two friends have found the key
to the labyrinth but what they discover
embedded in the text stuns them: the
passion of a Renaissance prince, a hidden
crypt and a secret worth dying to protect.
Highly recommended - Peter (American)
Dana CAMERON
A Fugitive Truth
336pp Pb 15.95
An Emma Fielding mystery. The
opportunity of a lifetime awaits
archaeologist Emma Fielding in the
Berkshire
foothills
of
Western
Massachusetts: the chance to study the
18th-century diary of Margaret Chandler,
the accused witch and murderess whose
home Emma excavated only months
before. However, the three other
Shrewsbury Foundation fellows she must
share the premises with are a
disturbingly odd bunch, and before too
long one of them is dead. (American)

Mary Higgins CLARK
Night-time is My Time
370pp Hb 39.95
Jean Sheridan returns to her hometown to
attend the 20-year reunion of Stonecroft
Academy, where she is to be honoured
along with six other members of her class.
There is, however, something uneasy in
the air: one woman in the group, Alison
Kenall, a high-powered Hollywood
agent, died just a few days before. She is
the fifth woman in the class whose life
has come to a sudden, mysterious end. At
the award dinner, Jean does not suspect
that among the distinguished people she
is greeting is the “Owl,” a murderer
nearing the countdown on his mission of
vengeance against the Stonecroft women
who had mocked or humiliated him, with
Jean his final intended victim. (American)
Harlan COBEN
Just One Look
371pp Tp 29.95
A convicted hit man suddenly
confesses to a 20-year-old murder, the
slaying of a District Attorney’s sister. A
businessman tries to go on the run from
his family home when an old photograph
of him as a young man turns up in a new
roll of film. But on leaving his house, he is
snatched by a vicious, trained killer and
bundled into the back of a waiting car.
These things are linked, but by what, or
whom, no one knows. Only that the past
is coming back to haunt the present and
people are getting hurt. (American)
Max Allan COLLINS
The London Blitz Murders
257pp Pb 15.95
London, 1942, the German Blitz has
devastated the city, but its citizens have
something worse to fear: a modern-day
Jack the Ripper. Investigating the case is
renowned pathologist Sir Bernard
Spilsbury with assistance from England’s
First Lady of Crime, Agatha Christie.
(American)
Beverly CONNOR
Skeleton Crew (1999)
413pp Pb 14.95
A Lindsay Chamberlain novel. In 1558, a
loaded Spanish galleon headed for the
New World sank off the coast of Georgia.
Now, inside one of the largest cofferdams
ever built for purposes of archaeology,
Lindsay Chamberlain is excavating the
site on the ocean floor. Her research
reveals that at least one passenger
survived to tell the tale of the ship’s
voyage and destruction. His diary,
written in code in a mix of Latin
shorthand and archaic Spanish, reveals
details of the voyage and tells of a galleon
on its way to Spain loaded with a vast
treasure of gold, silver, and precious
jewels. The diary also reveals that a
murder occurred on the journey and
provides Lindsay with a skeleton crew of
suspects. (American)
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Philip CRAIG
Vineyard Fear
254pp Pb 15.95
A Martha’s Vineyard mystery. Escaping
the city and its violence, ex-cop JW
Jackson found solace in fishing, cooking
and simply enjoying life on Martha’s
Vineyard and nothing, he figures, will
ever entice him to leave. However,
suddenly there is a very real possibility
that his ladylove Zee will be departing
the idyllic island forever. And when a
young student commits suicide, and a
girlfriend-abusing thug starts spewing
vicious threats, JW seriously considers a
temporary escape from paradise. Then,
three attempts on his life propel him offisland and onto the trail of a stalker.
(American)
James DAVID
Before the Cradle Falls
374pp Pb 15.95
Paralysed by drink and despair since the
accidental death of his young daughter
Shelby, Detective Kyle Sommers
nonetheless must lead a task force to
catch a brutal serial killer. Nicknamed the
Cradle Robber, this murderer has
methodically snuffed out the lives of
children all along the California coast.
Now he has come to Portland. While
investigating, Sommers learns that a
strange man has been saving local
children from various dangers, then
mysteriously disappearing. With the help
of Sherrie Nolan, a brilliant and
embittered scientist, Sommers learns that
the man is a time traveller who, grieving
for his own murdered child, has vowed to
use his brilliant mind to create a way for
a future generation of children to live.
(American)
Philip DAVISON
The Long Suit
277pp Pb 22.95
On the second green of a Long Island
golf course there is a corpse with a bullethole in his forehead. The call goes out for
Harry Fielding to come in from the cold.
With a new suit and a new partner, Harry
is back where he least wants to be:
playing the deadly games of MI5. Always
a triangular peg in a square hole, Harry
has never felt easy with the protocol, the
procedure and the need-to-know
principles of the British secret service.
And it does not help that his apprentice
Johnny Weeks is a troublemaker. Going
back to the work he hates but does so
well, all Harry really wants is to rekindle
his relationships with his ailing, amnesiac
father and his ex-wife,
who appears to be
sleeping with his boss.
Will this be his last
chance: the fresh start
that will restore moral
equilibrium
to
a
crooked man who
wants to go straight?
(Irish)
PH 9264 3111 FAX 9264 8993

David DIAMOND
The Daughter-in-Law
373pp Pb 15.95
From
the
steamy
Caribbean tropics to the
penthouses of New York
City, dark secrets and
bitter rivalry push a new
bride and her mother-inlaw to the very edge in
this gripping novel of
seduction and murder.
(American)
Eileen DREYER
A Man to Die For (1991)
471pp Pb 17.95
Trauma nurse Casey McDonogh is
plagued by the nagging suspicion that Dr
Dale Hunsacker, the new and popular
obstetrician at her St Louis hospital, is a
psychopathic killer. The trouble is, no one
believes her. When Hunsacker begins
unearthing secrets from Casey’s past, the
threat moves even closer to home. With
the help of an ex-Marine homicide
sergeant, Casey will put her suspicions to
work to trap a killer. “A wicked
prescription guaranteed to give you sleepless
nights.” - Nora Roberts (American)
Eileen DREYER
Nothing Personal (1994)
464pp Pb 17.95
Burned-out critical care nurse Kate
Manion wakes up from an accident in the
worst possible place, the hospital where
she works. Then her very own nurse,
Attila the Buns, falls over dead, but it is
no laughing matter. A serial killer is
stalking the hospital staff, and one of
Kate’s friends may be the murderer.
(American)
Roger Jon ELLORY
Ghostheart
344pp Tp 29.95
Annie O’Neill has
it
all:
A
cosy
M a n h a t t a n
apartment,
a
beautiful bookshop
and a network of
supportive friends.
But at the heart of
her life is a hole, a
place vacated by her
father when he died
in her childhood. So when a mysterious
man named Forrester enters the shop and
claims to be her father’s oldest friend, she
jumps at the chance to find out more of
her own past. But he is not being free
with the answers she needs. He is much
more interested in telling her a story
about a ruthless gang lord and a 50-yearold betrayal, which she will realise far too
slowly has something very much to do
with her. This author was shortlisted for
the CWA Ian Fleming Steel Dagger Award
in 2003 for Candlemoth (Tp 29.95).
(English)
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Mary Anna EVANS
Artifacts
288pp Pb 15.95
A Poisoned Pen Press mystery. Faye
Longchamp has lost nearly everything
except for her quick mind and a grim
determination to hang onto her ancestral
home, Joyeuse. No one knows how Faye’s
great-great-grandmother Cally, a newly
freed slave barely out of her teens, came to
own Joyeuse in the aftermath of the Civil
War. No one knows how her descendants
hung on to it through Reconstruction,
world wars, the Depression and Jim Crow,
but Faye has inherited the island
plantation and the family tenacity. When
the property taxes rise beyond her means,
she sets out to save Joyeuse by digging for
artefacts on her property and the
surrounding National Wildlife Refuge and
selling them on the black market. But
instead of potsherds and arrowheads, she
uncovers a woman’s shattered skull; a
Jackie Kennedy-style earring nestled
against its bony cheek. Faye is torn. If she
reports the 40-year-old murder, she will
reveal her illegal livelihood, thus risking
jail and the loss of Joyeuse. So she probes
into the dead woman’s history, unaware
that the past is rushing up on her like a
hurricane across deceptively calm waters.
(American)
Ron FAUST
Dead Men Rise Up Never
327pp Pb 15.95
Peter Falconer, the son of wealthy parents
who stands to gain a fortune in
inheritance on his 30th birthday, is
missing and presumed dead. Ex-Army
investigator Daniel Shaw is summoned
by the devious and incredibly witty
attorney Tom Petrie to rescue Peter and
the inheritance money. The pursuit leads
Daniel from the Keys to Jamaica to South
America, where he tangles with the
larger-than-life criminal Raven Ahriman
and his partner, Charles Angleton, who
was Peter’s childhood friend and
orchestrated his disappearance in
connection with some dubious dealings
in snuff films and the death of two young
girls who participated in the filming.
(American)
GM FORD
Fury (2001)
323pp Pb 18.95
A Frank Corso novel #1. Monday 10:07
AM - Day 1 of 6; Leanne Samples admits
that she lied at the trial of Walter Leroy
Himes. In 6 days time, he goes to the
chair. But no one will listen. The FBI
wants their pound of flesh. Monday 2.16
PM - Day 1; Natalie van der Hoven,
editor of the Seattle Sun, tracks down
investigative journalist Frank Corso. He
owes her a favour, and now she is calling
in her marker. Monday 2.58 PM - Day 1;
Leanne Samples goes into hiding. Frank
Corso takes on her case. And if Walter
Leroy Himes is innocent, a serial killer is
still stalking Seattle. (American)
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Barry FORSHAW (editor)
Crime Time Journal #32
96pp Pb 14.95
The Violence issue: A definitive look at the
subject in print and on film.
Crime Time #33
98pp Pb 14.95
The Sue Grafton issue: The definitive view
on Sue Grafton, a crime-writing great
plus an exclusive extract from Simenon’s
Red Lights.
Crime Time #34
160pp Pb 14.95
The Best of the British: PD James, Lee
Child, Martina Cole, Fred Forsythe, Dick
Francis, Nicci French, Peter Robinson,
Robert Wilson, Phil Rickman, Stephen
Leather plus many others.
Crime Time #35
96pp Pb 14.95
The Georges Simenon issue: Alison Joseph,
Maxim Jakubowski, Susan Rowland,
David Carter, Mike Carson and others on
the crime-writing giant. (British)
Tess GERRITSEN
Gravity
501pp Pb 18.95
Gerritsen expands the scope of her
landscape of terror in a thoroughly
menacing new thriller. Dr Emma Watson,
a brilliant research physician, has been
training for the mission of a lifetime: to
study living organisms in space. Jack
McCallum, Emma’s estranged husband,
has shared her dream of space travel, but
a medical condition has grounded him.
Now, he must watch from the sidelines.
The mission aboard the space station
turns into a nightmare when a culture of
single-celled organisms begins to
regenerate out of control and infects the
crew with agonising and deadly results.
Emma struggles to contain the deadly
virus, while back home Jack and NASA
work against the clock to bring her home.
(American)
Lesley GLAISTER
As Far As You Can Go
327pp Tp 29.95
“Great opportunity for the right applicants:
Western Australia. Housekeeper/companions
required. Would suit young couple. Remote,
rural location. Cooking, cleaning, gardening
and caring duties. Applicants must be selfsufficient and resourceful”. Cassie is at a
turning point. She wants a child and a
bigger commitment from Graham, her
artist boyfriend. A year away with him,
in the wilds of Australia, could be just the
answer. The enigmatic Larry Drake and
his strange wife Mara live in Woolagong,
an immense farm at the edge of the
desert. It is a place of bleak, breathtaking
landscape, a world far away from
civilisation and London. But its
remoteness can make Woolagong a
dangerous prison. And the more Graham
and Cassie begin to uncover the dark
secrets of their mysterious employers, the
more trapped they feel. (English)
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Robert GODDARD
Play to the End335pp Tp 32.95
Actor Toby Flood arrives in
Brighton in December with the other cast
members of the Joe Orton play Lodger In
The Throat. They have been on tour since
September, but hopes of a West End
transfer have been abandoned and they
are all looking forward to the end of the
run when Flood is visited by his
estranged ex-wife. Jenny is living with
wealthy entrepreneur Roger Colborn,
whose country residence lies just north of
Brighton. She runs a shop in the Lanes
and is worried about a strange man who
has taken to hanging around outside.
Roger has dismissed her concerns, but
she wants something done. Reluctantly,
Flood agrees, to help her, seeing his
opportunity to get Jenny back but not the
trouble about to befall him. (English)
Jane HADDAM
Conspiracy Theory
418pp Pb 15.95
A Gregor Demarkian mystery. Cavanaugh
Street is a mostly quiet Armenian
neighbourhood
in
downtown
Philadelphia where nearly everyone
knows everyone else and certainly knows
their business. But that quiet is destroyed
when a bomb destroys the Armenian
Orthodox church and Father Tibor
Kasparian is hospitalised as a result.
What would normally be a front-page
event, however, is overshadowed by
another, when Philadelphia Main Line
society is shocked by the murder of one of
their own. Anthony van Wyck Ross, the
head of one of the major investment
banks and a cornerstone of Main Line
society, is murdered at the Around the
World Harvest Ball being hosted at his
mansion. Now, Gregor Demarkian must
see through the conspiratorial haze, a task
that takes on personal resonance since
Gregor’s girlfriend Bennis Hannaford
serves as Vice Chairman of the Ball.
(American)
Mo HAYDER
Tokyo
363pp Tp 32.95
Student Grey Hutchins is seeking a
rare piece of film showing the notorious
Nanking Massacre in which the Imperial
Japanese Army butchered up to 300,000
civilians. Only one man can help her, a
survivor of the massacre, and now a
visiting professor at the prestigious
University of Todai in Tokyo. Desperate
and alone, she accepts a job as a hostess in
an upmarket nightspot catering for
Japanese businessmen and wealthy
gangsters. One gangster dominates the
club, an old man in a wheelchair guarded
by a terrifying entourage. He is said to
rely on a powerful elixir for his continued
wealth and well being. It is an elixir that
others want for themselves… at any
price! (English)

David HEWSON
The Villa of Mysteries
360pp Tp 30.00
The second novel in the Italian crime
series set in Rome, it features Caravaggioloving Detective Nic Costa. In this title,
when a young woman turns up dead in a
peat bog, a maverick pathologist thinks
she is the victim of an ancient Roman
ritual. Wrong! (English)
Kerry JAMIESON
The Golden Door 342pp Tp 32.95
In the unbearable
heat of a New York
summer in 1930, Irish
immigrant
Will
McCarthy works as a
riveter on the tallest
skyscraper in the
world, spending his
days above the clouds
and his nights fighting
loneliness. When his
half-sister Isobel sails out to join him, Will
hurries to meet her at Ellis Island, only to
find that she seems to have vanished
before passing through immigration
control. And so begins Will’s quest,
scouring the teeming tenements for a redhaired girl who now haunts his dreams.
This book captures brilliantly the mood of
Prohibition-era New York, when the
glittering towers of modern Manhattan
were rising from every street corner as
the American Dream came crashing
down. (American)
Jonathan KELLERMAN
The Conspiracy Club
406pp Pb 19.95
When psychologist Dr
Jeremy
Carrier’s
romance with nurse
Jocelyn Banks is cut
short by her kidnapping
and brutal murder, he is
left
emotionally
devastated and being
watched by police
seeking a prime suspect
in the unsolved killing.
To escape the pain, he buries himself in
his work. But when more women turn up
murdered in the same gruesome fashion,
the suspicion surrounding Jeremy
intensifies and the only way for him to
prove his innocence is to follow the trail
of a cunning psychopath. Spurring on
Jeremy’s investigation is Dr Arthur
Chess, an enigmatic pathologist who
draws Jeremy into the confidence of a
cryptic society devoted to matters
unknown and unspoken. But when
Arthur suddenly slips away, Jeremy is
left to contend with an onslaught of
anonymous clues and the growing
realisation that a harrowing game of cat
and mouse has been started. (American)
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Percy KEMP
The Boone System
298pp Tp 28.00
An infamous Islamic militant defects and
becomes British Intelligence’s single most
important source of information about
global terrorism ... But has he really
defected? Exactly who is playing whom
here? Beirut-based British Agent Harry
Boone is a bon viveur whose elaborate
‘system’ is tailored precisely to the needs
of his clubhouse lifestyle. He devotes
most of his energies to enjoying the
charms of his mistress Maria, while his
bosses in the British Secret Service play
into his hands with their snobby
factionalism and grinding bureaucracy. A
well-timed fax can keep them busy for a
week. Becoming a major conduit for highgrade intelligence about global terrorist
attacks was not part of the plan. Against
his will, Boone is drawn deeper and
deeper into a secret world of violence and
terror in which nothing and no one is
what it seems. Taut, witty and fast-paced,
this novel became an instant bestseller in
France when it was published last year.
(French)
Jack KING
The Fifth Internationale
370pp Pb 15.95
The author is a former courier of topsecret information and he delivers a
tightly wound, debut thriller centred on a
complex
and
sometimes
cloudy
conspiracy theory. While working as the
deputy legal attaché for the US Embassy
in Warsaw, down-to-earth FBI agent Stan
Penskie witnesses the assassination of his
sister’s fiancé, a CIA agent who had
posited a shocking conspiracy theory.
The event throws Stan’s life into a tailspin
and leads him on a frenzied chase after a
group called the Fifth Internationale, an
elusive organisation with unthinkable
resources, which may be bent on
destabilising world power structures and
financial markets. (American)
Joyce KRIEG
Murder Off Mike
307pp Pb 15.95
A Talk Radio mystery.
Sacramento
Talk
Radio
personality
Shauna Bogart loves
her drive-time gig.
From
cranky
to
controversial to just
plain
crazy,
her
guests and callers
keep her on her toes,
never failing to keep
things interesting, for three hours every
weekday. But her show takes a turn for
the truly bizarre when a listener phones
in a tip about the death of fellow jock, Dr
Hipster... (American)
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William LASHNER
Fatal Flaw
563pp Pb 17.95
Ethically adventurous Philadelphia
lawyer Victor Carl usually does the right
thing, but often for the wrong reasons.
When old law school classmate Guy
Forrest is accused of murdering his
beautiful lover Hailey Prouix in their Main
Line love nest, Carl agrees to represent
him, while keeping silent about his own
prior romantic involvement with the
victim and his present determination to
see his client punished for the brutal
crime. But once Carl sets the machinery of
retribution in motion, it may be impossible
to stop it, even after his certainty begins to
crack. (American)
Donna LEON
Doctored Evidence
245pp Tp 32.95
The new Commissario Brunetti novel. When
the body of an wealthy, elderly woman is
found brutally murdered in her Venetian
flat, it is soon clear to the police that the
prime suspect is her maid, who is
heading for Rumania. When the border
police approach her, she makes a run for
it but is killed as she crosses the tracks in
front of an oncoming train. She has a
considerable sum of money on her and
her papers are obvious forgeries. Case
closed. But when the old woman’s
neighbour returns from a business trip in
London, it becomes clear that the money
on her was not stolen. Commissario
Brunetti decides, unofficially, to take the
case on himself. (American)
Donna LEON
Uniform Justice
326pp Pb 21.95
A Commissario Brunetti novel. Neither
Brunetti nor his wife Paola have ever had
much sympathy for the Italian armed
forces so when a young cadet is found
hanged, a presumed suicide, in Venice’s
elite military academy, Brunetti’s
emotions are complex: pity and sorrow
for the death of a boy, close in age to his
own son, and contempt and irritation for
the arrogance and high-handedness of
the boy’s teachers and fellow-students.
But as Brunetti investigates, the military
protects itself and civilians are unwilling
to talk. Is this the natural reluctance of
Italians to involve themselves with the
authorities, or is Brunetti facing a
conspiracy of silence? (American)
Elmore LEONARD
When the Women Come Out to
Dance
228pp Pb 22.95
In this short fiction collection, Leonard
demonstrates
the
superb
characterisations, dead-on dialogue,
vivid atmosphere and driving plots that
have made him a household name and
once again illustrates that the line
between the law and the law-breakers is
not as firm as we might think. (American)
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Robert LUDLUM & Gayle LYNDS
The Altman Code 489pp Pb 18.95
When word reaches the US President
that a Chinese cargo ship is transporting
chemicals to a rogue nation intent on
creating new biological weapons, he
knows he must act quickly to obtain the
proof he needs. (American)
Patricia MacDONALD
Suspicious Origin
385pp Pb 17.95
MacDonald delivers her most masterful
work to date, a chilling thriller about a
woman who, while investigating her
sister’s death in a house fire of suspicious
origin, uncovers the work of a twisted
killer who has taken refuge in an idyllic
Vermont town. (American)
Scott MACKAY
Cold Comfort 252pp Pb 13.95
A Barry Gilbert mystery. When the
frozen body of Cheryl Latham,
stepdaughter of a prominent Toronto
politician, is found with a bullet through
her heart, overworked, underpaid
homicide detective Barry Gilbert inherits
the case. The bizarre nature of the crime
itself - apparently the woman was shot
after she froze to death - and the
divergent clues do not bode well for a
quick and tidy solution. (Canadian)
Alexander McCALL SMITH
The Kalahari Typing School
for Men
210pp Pb 22.95
The No. 1 Ladies Detective Agency series #4.
“Ex-CID. Ex-New York. Ex-cellent” reads
the sign outside the Satisfaction
Guarantee Detective Agency. Cephas
Buthelezi certainly talks the talk, Precious
discovers, but would he have the
wherewithal to deal with her current
case, a man who has been attacked by
ostrich rustlers and is eager to reassess his
life? Meanwhile, there are difficulties at
the Tlokweng Road Speedy Motors,
where one of the apprentices has
discovered the Lord, problems at home
with the mysterious death of a hoopoe,
and romantic complications when Mma
Makutsi sets up a typing school for men.
(Scottish)

6
Val McDERMID
The Torment of Others
390pp Tp 29.95
Clinical psychologist
Dr Tony Hill and DCI
Carol Jordan face the
toughest challenge of
their careers when
they are confronted
with an impossible
series of murders.
Back in Bradfield,
after her traumatic
experiences in Berlin,
Carol is surprised to find Tony has
followed her there to take up a post in the
local secure mental hospital. When a
prostitute is murdered in a particularly
grotesque and stomach-churning way,
she turns to him for help. Bizarrely, this
killing matches in every detail a series of
murders that took place a couple of years
previously, murders for which Derek
Tyler was tried, convicted and sentenced.
While Tony tries to crack Tyler, the police
decide to mount an undercover operation
that goes horribly wrong. (English)
Jill McGOWN
Death in the Family
(UK title: Births, Deaths &
Marriages)
332pp Pb 15.95
Lloyd and Hill mysteries #12. With a plot
that defies the most inspired secondguessing and with menace ticking quietly
away on every page, this firmly
establishes McGown as a master of
mystery and psychological suspense. DCI
Judy Hill and her partner/fiancé DCI
Lloyd, are enjoying their newborn
daughter while she pursues a baby
kidnapping case and he investigates a
brutal murder. (Scottish)
Leslie MEIER
Father’s Day Murder
254pp Pb 15.95
A Lucy Stone mystery. When Luther Read,
head of a nearly bankrupt newspaper
dynasty and father to several resentful
children, suddenly drops dead, Lucy is
not buying the theory that he died of an
asthma attack because he had just too
many enemies. (American)

RECOMMENDED READING
Michael MARSHALL
The Lonely Dead 335pp Tp 29.95
This is a sequel to The Straw Men (Pb 18.95); it picks up
where that book left off. Marshall’s tone and style give this FBI
novel an air of authority, even though it deals with things as
unrelated as Bigfoot and international murder conspiracy. His
descriptive abilities are very good and his narrative regarding
the aftermath of his protagonists’ battles with the straw men
builds to an amazing stranglehold of confusion, reflecting the
speed, anxiety and stress of modern life. Unlike X-Files Fox
Mulder’s ‘The Truth is Out There’, Marshall’s grand theory
seems to be, ‘There is No Truth, Only Belief’. I really liked this
novel about serial murderers, hunting and the inadequacies of
law enforcement. - Shelley (American)
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Theresa MONSOUR
Clean Cut
324pp Pb 19.95
Paris Murphy, half-Irish, halfLebanese, is extremely good at her job,
though far less successful in her private
life, which is a mess: she has got an
on/off marriage to an ER doctor, a
looming affair with a colleague in the
forensic department and a mother who
always calls at the worst possible
moment. Tracking down killers is a far
more attractive proposition than tidying
up her own affairs and her latest
investigation is gripping. The murder of a
prostitute in St Paul’s is the latest in a
series of killings and the police are sure
they know who they are after - a
successful plastic surgeon, scion of a
powerful local family - and it is up to
Paris and her partner prove their case.
But hard evidence is hard to come by,
until Paris herself attracts the killer’s
attention. (American)
Manuel Vazquez MONTALBAN
An Olympic Death
207pp Pb 19.95
According to the Guardian, “Montalban
does for Barcelona what Chandler did for
Los Angeles.” A beautiful French woman
and a mysterious man, involved in the
planning of the 1992 Olympic Games,
have hired the Barcelona detective, Pepe
Carvalho. Into his life come danger and
puzzling clues in the form of murdered
Greeks, Arab criminals and a sadistic,
anonymous killer. (Spanish)
Harker MOORE
A Cruel Season for Dying
419pp Pb 15.95
In this chilling series debut, JapaneseAmerican Detective James Sakura must
match wits with one of the most brutal
killers ever to stalk the streets of New
York. Bodies, like desecrated fallen
angels, are discovered posed nude except
for the white-wings that jut from slits cut
into their shoulders. Under-standing the
shocking fantasy underlying these ritual
executions is the key to catching the
killer. When an eight-year-old girl
becomes the monster’s next victim,
renowned NYPD homicide detective
James Sakura must use all of his skills
and every instinct he has to see into the
heart of a murderer who believes he is
waging a war against God. As time runs
out and the killer’s targets become those
closest to Sakura, he must risk everything
to face this madman alone. (American)
Warren MURPHY
The Destroyer #135
346pp Pb 15.95
Political Pressure. One-by-one America’s
public servants are dying violent deaths
and suddenly there is a new flavour on
the political menu. It is a campaign so
white, it is blinding the US public, which
isn’t hard to accomplish. (American)

Helen MYERS
While Others Sleep
379pp Pb 15.95
Campbell Cody has twice experienced
the strike of lightning, and both times
proved to be a deadly portent of things to
come. The first time, she lost her friend
and her job as a police officer. The second,
Maida Livingstone, the dear old woman
she was hired to protect, disappeared.
Jackson Blade has also lost someone: a
teenage girl he was tracking as a part of a
drug investigation. Nothing about her
murder makes sense to the undercover
cop until he attends her funeral and
discovers a connection to Maida and
Campbell. Realising their separate
investigations lead down the same path,
Campbell and Jackson join forces to
expose a killer. For Campbell, the
encounter is as powerful as a bolt of
lightning. But will it prove as dangerous?
(American)
Sister Carole Anne O’MARIE
Death Goes On Retreat (1995)
263pp Pb 15.95
A Sister Mary Helen mystery #6. Helen and
her Irish friend, Sister Eileen, need some
R&R away from the pressures of their
inner city vocation. A week at the idyllic
St Colette’s Retreat House snuggled amid
towering redwoods, 65 miles from San
Francisco,
sounds
like
heaven.
Unfortunately, the muddled sisters
mistakenly arrive a week too early and
find that St Colette’s is hosting a
convention of hard drinking, highspirited priests. And when the serenity is
further shattered by the murder of a
former seminary student, suspicion falls
on the holy fathers. Helen has another
theory about the perpetrator, and in her
inimitable way she intends to uncover the
deadly secrets and passions that the flesh
is heir to. (American)
Katherine Hall PAGE
The Body in the Lighthouse
338pp Pb 15.95
A Faith Fairchild mystery. To escape the
misery of a sweltering August, Fairchild
and her family head for their cottage on
Maine’s peaceful Sanpere Island. But
things have changed since their last visit.
An aggressive developer is moving
forward on plans that will destroy the
unique ambience of the island, infuriating
residents.
Tensions
are
running
dangerously high, and soon murder rears
its hideous head. Faith discovers a corpse
while exploring the grounds of Sanpere’s
historic lighthouse. With fear running
rampant
and
volatile
emotions
approaching the detonation point, the
intrepid sleuth must track down a killer
for the sake of a friend and the island she
loves. (American)
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Anne PERRY
No Graves As Yet 535pp Pb 19.95
The calm June days of 1914 are
shattered for Cambridge don Joseph
Reavley when his brother brings news of
their parents’ deaths in a car accident. But
when they find out that their father was
carrying a mysterious document
uncovering a sinister plot, the deaths
begin to look less accidental. (English)
Junius PODRUG
Dark Passage
419pp Pb 15.95
Brutal jihad terrorists slip through a
hole in time, on a mysterious and deadly
quest to change the course of history. To
stop them, three innocent people - two
men and a woman - time-travel back to a
time when the people of Israel chaffed
under the heel of Roman legions and a
brutal queen used sex and murder in a
scheme for empire. Set against the vivid
and violent tapestry of modern and
ancient Israel, this novel is an
unforgettable saga of war, murder,
technology and high adventure.
(American)
Sheila QUIGLEY
Run for Home
418pp Tp 29.95
It is 1985. A man is hunted down and
killed by a woman assassin known as The
Head Hunter. 16-years later, his body
turns up and DI Lorraine Hunt is called
in to investigate. The day the body is
found, Claire Lumsdon is the victim of a
violent kidnap, the fourth in a series of
abductions of young girls. For Claire and
her 16-year-old sister Kerry, it is the
beginning of a nightmare. Convinced the
police cannot help, Kerry sets out on a
frantic search. But her hunt leads to much
more than she had bargained for: the
secrets about her past and her father,
which her mother hoped she would
never have to face. And all the time, the
clock is ticking for Claire. (English)
Shelly REUBEN
Weeping
300pp Pb 24.95
A Fritillary Quilter mystery. Tilly
Quilter, a sassy, opinionated New York
fire investigator knows that something’s
amiss when the victim’s family does not
seem at all interested in helping get to the
bottom of a fatal fire. (American)
Nora ROBERTS & J D ROBB
Remember When
458pp Pb 19.95
Laine Tavish is an ordinary woman living
an ordinary life in the small town of
Angel’s Gap, Maryland. At least, that is
what everyone in Angel’s Gap thinks.
They have no idea that she used to be
Elaine O’Hara, daughter of notorious
conman, Big Jack O’Hara. Or that she
grew up moving from place to place, one
step ahead of the law... Laine’s past has
just caught up with her, though - in a very
dramatic way. (American)
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Walter SATTERTHWAIT
Accustomed to the Dark
245pp Tp 29.95
A Joshua Croft mystery.
Santa
Fe
private
detectives
Joshua
Croft
and
Rita
Mondragon
have
recently become more
than
friends
and
business partners, so
when Rita is shot and
wounded,
perhaps
mortally, by the same
vicious psychopath who tried to kill her
once before, Joshua sets out to find him.
(American)
EC SHEEDY
Room 33
317pp Pb 13.95
A decaying ruin, the Hotel Philip
is nearly empty, stripped of its luxurious
furnishings and plush décor long ago. Its
downfall: the notorious Room 33, the
scene of mysterious deaths, suicides and
unsolved murder. The old hotel is still
worth millions, and Joy Cole’s stepfather
left the place to her, while cutting her
glamorous, calculating mother Lana out
of his will. Joy plans to restore the
building to its lost grandeur, if Wade
Emerson, the handsome grandson of the
hotel’s builder, will help. But Wade keeps
his distance until a hot afternoon melts
his reserve. (American)
Judith SKILLINGS
Dead End
292pp Pb 15.95
A Rebecca Moore
mystery #1. Rebecca
has had more than her
fill of dead men. The
first, her lover David,
took his own life in her
bedroom, a totally
senseless
act
of
violence that caused a
severely
shaken
Rebecca to quit her job
as an investigative journalist and flee to
rural Maryland to run her late Uncle
Walt’s classic automobile restoration
shop. Out here she faces a very different
strain of rampant craziness, not to
mention a motley collection of potentially
dangerous, allegedly reformed ex-convict
employees she has inherited. As she tries
to settle in, a second male corpse surfaces,
murdered and stuffed into a glass
beading machine on the shop floor. Now,
with a sexy cop who is more interested in
her than in the case, and with more death
in the offing, Rebecca is going to have to
resort to what she does best: find the
facts, finger a culprit and somehow stay
alive. (American)
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Clinton SMITH
Exit Alpha
437pp Pb 18.95
When five superpowers put their
heads together in the name of global
political stability, the result is EXIT: the
most deadly, secretive and efficient
intelligence agency the world has ever
known. EXIT specialises in the removal
and replacement of ‘problematic’ people,
be they political or religious leaders,
scientists, academics or those with
extraordinary talents. The EXIT mandate
is simple: do it quickly and do it properly.
Ray Cain is EXIT’s most talented agent, a
man trained specifically for one longterm mission in Pakistan. His task
successfully completed, Cain now faces
retirement. Then he is recalled for a final
trifling assignment, a project that should
be straightforward. But Cain finds
himself at the centre of a gathering storm
on the most inhospitable continent on
earth. EXIT is about to implode. This
book is by the creator of the King Gee
work wear campaign. (Australian)
Julia SPENCER-FLEMING
A Fountain Filled with Blood
385pp Pb 15.95
A Reverend Clare Fergusson mystery.
Nestled in the heart of the Adirondacks,
Miller’s Kill is about as safe as it gets.
That is why Episcopal minister Clare
Fergusson is shocked when the July 4th
weekend brings a rash of vicious assaults
to the scenic town. Even police chief Russ
Van Alstyne is shaken by the brutality of
the crimes, especially when it appears
that the victims were chosen because they
are gay. But when a third assault of an
out-of-town developer ends in murder,
Clare and Russ wonder if the recent crime
wave is connected to the victim’s
controversial plan to open an upscale spa
in Miller’s Kill. Clare and Russ are left to
fight their unspoken attraction to one
another even as they uncover a
labyrinthine conspiracy that threatens to
turn deadly for them both. (American)
Jason STARR
Hard Feelings
224pp Pb 19.95
For computer-networking salesman
Richard Segal, life has been tough lately.
He has not made a sale in months, his
wife might be sleeping with an old
boyfriend and he has started drinking
again. On his way home from work one
evening, he spots a familiar face across
Fifth Avenue, Michael Rudnick, a guy
who grew up across the street from him
in Brooklyn. What seems like a harmless
encounter becomes anything but, when
Richard is haunted by a terrifying
memory. As the stress in Richard’s life
builds, he becomes obsessed with two
questions: What exactly happened in
Rudnick’s basement 22 years ago? And,
What is he going to do about it now?
(American)
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Tony STRONG
Tell Me Lies
506pp Pb 22.95
Ros Taylor wakes from a drugged
sleep in her North London flat to discover
that her flatmate Jo has been raped and
murdered and that she has also been
sexually assaulted. But Ros can
remember
nothing.
During
the
investigation that follows, Ros becomes
increasingly close to one of the detectives.
He admits that the police know who the
killer is, but do not have enough
admissible evidence to be certain of a
conviction. So Ros decides to lie… Strong
has crafted an ingenious, taut and
horribly believable novel about crime,
passion and the shifting, unstable nature
of reality. (English)
Simon TOLKIEN
The Stepmother
333pp Pb 19.95
This novel follows
the course of the
criminal trial of the
beautiful
and
ambitious
Greta
Grahame,
the
stepmother of dreamy,
bookish, 16-year-old
Thomas. She stands
accused of conspiring
to murder Thomas’s
mother. This genre-bending novel is part
English cosy, part family saga and part
courtroom drama. (English)
Lee TULLOCH
The Cutting
360pp Pb 22.00
A Nullin mystery. The Sunday Age said,
“This is Seachange meets Agatha
Christie. Our sleuths are a couple seeking
refuge from the city: he’s a screenwriter,
she’s a Chinese masseuse. Things turn
nasty when local wildlife is cruelly killed
and a young woman is found murdered
in a quarry. The plot, which involves the
entire inbred community, is more twisted
than a bucketful of snakes.” (Australian)
Kathryn WALL
Perdition House
304pp Pb 15.95
A Bay Tanner mystery
#3. In the South
Carolina Lowcountry
blood is thicker than
water and infinitely
more dangerous. Still
recovering,
both
physically
and
emotionally, from the
brutal murder of her
husband, financial
consultant
Bay
Tanner finds herself enmeshed in crime
when a shirttail cousin, Mercer Mary
Prescott, drops disastrously into her life.
(American)
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Donald WESTLAKE
Thieves’ Dozen
183pp Tp 29.00
The
Dortmunder
stories. These 11 tales
were published in
magazines
(mainly
Playboy) spanning the
years 1981-2000 and
are here collected
together for the first
time. Quirky career
thief
John
Dortmunder is in a
league of his own, with no scam too
outrageous to contemplate, and no plan
too simple to go wrong. He has stolen
everything from money buried under a
reservoir to a bank, the whole bank!
(American)
Gillian WHITE
Copycat
456pp Pb 21.95
Jennie and Martha became friends
when Jennie moved in next door to
Martha. At least, Jennie thought they
were friends. As Jennie grew in
confidence, Martha’s life seemed to fall
apart. Their relationship became bitter,
twisted; A relationship that only one of
them could survive. With insidious and
unnerving accuracy, Gillian White once
more shows us the horrors that can lurk
within the most ordinary of families.
(English)
F Paul WILSON
The Haunted Air 532pp Pb 17.95
A Repairman Jack novel #4. Before he
has finished, Jack will travel from the
seamy world of psychic scams to the
inner circle of a well-connected murder
cult, and finally into the dark heart of
madness, where he must strike a deal
with a rage-filled entity returned from the
dead. (American)
Greg WILSON
The Domino Game
513pp Tp 30.00
When Russian federal agent Nikolai
Aven starts investigating the affairs of
Moscow tycoon Marat Ivankov, he is
caught in a web of corruption involving
the lethal Russian mafiya and their
powerful political friends. (Australian)
PARKING

Spend $50 or more at Abbey’s Bookshop,
Language Book Centre or Galaxy
Bookshop, present your QVB parking
ticket and receive a $5 Parking Voucher.
Current rates are:
QVB
Mon-Fri (before 5pm)
$ 9/hr ($45 max)
Sat (before 5pm)
$ 6/hr ($18 max)
Sun (before 5pm)
$10 flat
Thur-Sat (after 5pm)
$10 flat
Sun-Wed (after 5pm)
$ 8 flat
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HISTORICAL
CRIME
Stephanie BARRON
Jane and the Ghosts of Netley
318pp Pb 15.95
A Jane Austen mystery #7. 1808,
Southampton. Jane finds her crime-solving
mettle put to the test in a confounding
case of intrigue, murder and high treason.
Among the haunted ruins of an ancient
abbey, Jane is drawn into a shadow world
of dangerous secrets and traitorous hearts
where not only her life is at stake but the
fate of England. (American)
Marion CHESNEY
Snobbery with Violence
243pp Pb 15.95
An Edwardian Murder mystery. 1911,
London. Lady Rose Summer’s debut into
high society is a complete disaster. Rose’s
father suspects her fiancé Sir Geoffrey
Blandon to be nothing more than a firstdegree blackguard and calls on Captain
Harry Cathcart, the impoverished
younger son of a baron, to investigate.
After Harry brings forth evidence of
Blandon’s dishonourable intentions, a
scandalous public break-up follows. To
redeem her name, Rose attends a lastchance soirée at Telby Castle for
aristocratic women with dubious
matrimonial prospects. But when a
malicious guest is found dead under
strange circumstances, Rose is far more
intrigued with discovering the truth than
with landing a suitor. (Scottish)
Margaret DOODY
The Secrets of Life 510pp Pb 21.95
An Aristotle and Stephanos novel. 330 BC,
Athens. The Macedonian Alexander the
Great has conquered Asia Minor but now
his armies are far from Athens, and those
who support Athenian independence are
beginning to chafe and plot against him.
Foreigners, like Aristotle, and those
suspected of befriending foreigners, such
as Stephanos, are threatened. A series of
threats persuade them to quit the
mainland and so they find suitable
excuses: Aristotle has to transport a sick
student home to Rhodos, while
Stephanos must find a relative of his
bride-to-be Philomela to clear up an
inheritance dispute. With a varied cast of
travellers, they set sail across the Aegean
to the sacred Isle of Delos, to Mykonos
and beyond, to the coast of Asia Minor.
There they will soon be embroiled in
investigating conspiracy and murder. But
first they must survive life on the high
seas where storms and piracy honour no
man, least of all the greatest philosopher
who has ever lived. (English)
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Sir Arthur Conan DOYLE
The Complete Sherlock Holmes V1
709pp Pb 12.95
The Complete Sherlock Holmes V2
709pp Pb 12.95
For the best price, we offer you all of the
Sherlock Holmes stories in two volumes.
Unbelievable! (English)
Ashley GARDNER
A Regimental Murder 247pp Pb 13.95
A mystery of Regency England. 1816,
London. After saving a lady of quality
from a mysterious assailant near the
docks, Captain Lacey helps in her search
for justice. Her late husband was accused
of a crime he did not commit and then
murdered. Trying to clear his name,
Lacey gets drawn into the intrigues of an
underworld villain. (American)
Martin GREENBERG et al (editors)
Murder, My Dear Watson
226pp Tp 29.95
New Tales of Sherlock Holmes #2. The
world’s most famous literary detective
and his loyal companion investigate a
series of previously unrecorded cases in
this second collection of totally original
and confounding tales. Anne Perry,
Sharyn McCrumb, Carolyn Wheat,
Malachi Saxon, Jon L Breen, Bill Crider,
Colin Bruce, Lenore Carroll, Barry Day,
Daniel Stashower, and Loren D Estleman
celebrate the mind and methods of
Sherlock
Holmes.
In
addition,
Christopher Redmond illuminates the
vast possibilities that new technology
offers in Sherlock Holmes on the Internet,
while in A Sherlockian Library editors
Lellenberg and Stashower provide a new
list of 50 essential titles on Arthur Conan
Doyle and the Holmes canon. Finally, an
essay by mystery novelist Philip Shreffler
explores one of English literature’s most
famous friendships in Holmes and Watson,
the Head and the Heart. This treasury
should not be missed. It is the sequel to
the popular debut volume, Murder in
Baker Street (Pb 24.95). (American)
Barbara HAMBLY
Days of the Dead
408pp Pb 15.95
1835, Mexico City. By autumn, Mexico
City has become a lawless place, teeming
with bandits and beggars. But an urgent
letter from a desperate friend draws
Benjamin January and Rose, his new
bride, from New Orleans to this newly
free province. Here they pray they will
find Hannibal Sefton alive and not
hanging from the end of a rope. Sefton
stands accused of murdering the only son
of prominent landowner Don Prospero
de Castellon, but when Benjamin and
Rose arrive at Hacienda Mictlán, they
encounter a murky tangle of family
relations and more than one suspect in
young Fernando’s murder. (American)
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Elizabeth PETERS
Children of the Storm 458pp Pb 17.95
An Amelia Peabody
mystery #15. 1919,
Egypt. The Great
War has ended, but
evil still casts a long
shadow
over
a
violence-scarred
land. Amelia, now a
grandmother, must
confront a dreadful
adversary
more
fiendish
and
formidable than any she has ever
encountered. Friends die, artefacts go
missing and her son Ramses confronts a
woman who appears as the living
embodiment of the goddess Hathor.
Given the growing unrest against British
rule in Egypt, Amelia has to wonder if
politics are behind the strange
occurrences. (American)
Elizabeth REDFERN
Auriel Rising
383pp Tp 34.95
1609, London. Since the night that young
Ned Warriner set upon the guards
escorting a Catholic prisoner to the Tower
of London, allowing the accused spy to
escape a brutal death, he has been in selfimposed exile, supporting himself as a
mercenary soldier abroad. Now, in spite
of the danger, he has returned to his
native land, where his beloved Kate
Revill has married a Catholic-hunter.
Kate, like Ned, still yearns for the passion
they once shared but discovery would
risk both their lives. One thing, though,
could change his dire circumstances: the
letter he possesses, addressed to “Auriel,”
won with dice and nearly forgotten. It
may contain what many in London are
buzzing about: the secret of the
Philosopher’s Stone, the method for
making gold. (English)
John Maddox ROBERTS
The Tribune’s Curse 248pp Tp 29.95
SPQR # VII. 70 BC, Rome. Caesar’s
ongoing dreary war is far off in Gaul and
Decius is confident that another war
looming over Rome, instigated by
Crassus against the Parthians, will be
voted down in the Senate. But the vote
does not stop Crassus. On the day he and
his troops set out from Rome, the Tribune
Ateius Capitus, leader of the opposition,
shrieks an ancient and terrible curse over
the huge crowd assembled, a curse that
frightens not only pedestrians but the
highest Romans. When Ateius is
murdered soon after, Decius has the ugly
task of finding the killer. Fascinating
details of Rome’s mixed attitudes about
the power of magic and the practice of
rational politics illuminate this latest of
Roberts’s strong historical mysteries.
(American)
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Laura Joh ROWLAND
The Dragon King’s Palace
372pp Pb 15.95
June 1628, Japan. On a whim of the
shogun’s mother, a procession has left the
sweltering heat of Edo, bound for the
cooler climate of Mount Fuji. Their
troubles have only begun when their
procession is stopped suddenly on a
deserted road. The entire retinue is
viciously slaughtered and the four
women are bound and taken away,
imprisoned by a mysterious kidnapper.
Sano now finds himself faced with the
most important case of his career. The
shogun demands quick action, and under
the threat of death, Sano is forced to work
with his bitter enemies, Chamberlain
Yanagisawa and Police Commissioner
Hoshina. The delivery of a ransom note
only complicates matters, forcing both
Sano and Reiko to take desperate
measures. (American)
Martin STEPHEN
The Conscience of the King
333pp Pb 22.95
Henry Gresham and
the
Shakespeare
Conspiracy #2. 1612,
England.
Robert
Cecil,
Chief
Secretary to King
James I, is dying.
Now that the threat
from the Catholics
has decayed, the
Puritan majority are
gaining
an
increasing stranglehold over English
society. Parliament is starting to flex its
muscles against the King, whose court
drifts shamelessly towards decadence
and corruption. And the great period of
Elizabethan and Jacobean drama has
ended with the abrupt retreat from public
life of William Shakespeare. (English)
Peter TREMAYNE
Badger’s Moon
386pp Pb 18.95
A Sister Fidelma
mystery #13. 7th
century,
Irish
Kingdom of Muman.
A series of horrific
murders
has
brought terror to
the Kingdom. The
victims, all young
girls,
were
slaughtered with
unspeakable
violence on the
nights of three consecutive full moons.
Suspicion falls on three dark strangers
from the distant land of Aksum, who are
guests at Finbarr Abbey. (Irish)
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J Brooks VAN DYKE
No Ordinary Terror
314pp Tp 24.95
The First Watson
Twins mystery. 1910s,
London.
In
this
elegant
and
meticulously
r e s e a r c h e d
Edwardian detective
story, Van Dyke
brings to life the
stylised fashions and
customs of the time
and weaves across them a story of
treason, medicine and murder. Set during
the first stirrings of the political ferment
that would lead to WWI, the plot leads
the reader from Professor Davies’
medical discovery to a mysterious death
that makes him the target of anarchists,
Scotland Yard and the Crown. But Davies
has friends, the noted amateur detectives
Richard and Emma Watson, twin
children of Dr John Watson of Sherlock
Holmes fame. Follow them as they
explore dangerous leads into aristocratic
mansions and London’s filthiest slums.
Their cause is mighty: nothing less than
the saving of their friend, and even
England. (American)

CRIME
AUDIO
Dan BROWN
The Da Vinci Code
5xCDs 400minutes 49.95
Abridged version read by Jeff Harding.
Donna LEON
Doctored Evidence
2xCassetes 3hours 32.95
Abridged version read by Andrew Sachs.
Alexander McCALL SMITH
The No.1 Ladies’ Detective Agency
5xCDs 6hours 39.95
Morality for Beautiful Girls
5xCDs 6hours 39.95
Tears of the Giraffe
5xCDs 6hours 39.95
All are abridged and read by Adjoa
Andoh.
James PATTERSON
3rd Degree
4xCassettes 6hours 42.95
Abridged version read by Lorelei King
and Kerry Shale.

ORDER ONLINE...

www.abbeys.com.au

Jean-Francois ABGRALL
Inside the Mind of a Killer
262pp Pb 24.95
In the duel between a
small-town cop and
France’s
most
dangerous
serial
killer, the advantage
appeared heavily in
favour of Francis
Heaulme,
the
criminal known as the
‘man from nowhere’,
who may have killed
more than 50 men, women and children.
Faced with a master of ingenious alibis
and innate resistance to interrogation, all
his gendarmerie opponent could count on
was instinct. This psychological hunt for a
killer has echoes of Dostoevsky: Heaulme
never spoke murders. He referred to
‘pepins’, or bothersome details, before
noting days when pepins coincided with
killings he had supposedly witnessed. He
had no criminal record and was
scrupulous in living in the law. While he
is thought to have been involved at least
50 murders, Heaulme once said that
“every time I visited somewhere there
was a pepin.” So far, 400 towns and
villages have been identified where
Heaulme stayed. Paul Webster in The
Observer, reviewing the French edition,
said: “This is the best, clearest, most decisive
account of the work of a detective possible. It
shows how deadly criminals can only be
caught by a combination of luck, patience and most important of all, skill and
determination. It is frightening stuff.”
(French)
Burl BARER
Broken Doll
303pp Pb 15.95
True crime legend Burl Barer investigates
the 1995 abduction and murder of sevenyear-old Roxanne Doll from her home.
Evidence led investigators to a man the
family had trusted as a friend, Richard
Clark. (American)
Stephanie BENNETT
The Gatton Murders 287pp Tp 30.00
A true story of lust, vengeance and vile
retribution. On Boxing Day 1898, three
members of the Murphy family returned
to the family farm after a trip into Gatton,
a small town west of Brisbane. On a
deserted, moonlit road a few miles out of
town, they are ambushed, raped and shot.
What followed was a hopelessly bungled
investigation with no perpetrators
apprehended. In this book, Stephanie
Bennett brings a new and disturbing
theory to the surface and the result is a
chilling and challenging whodunit.
(Australian)

Michael BILTON
Wicked Beyond Belief 734pp Pb 19.95
The hunt for the Yorkshire Ripper. For the
first time, the files have been opened, the
detectives are talking and the victims are
reliving the nightmare. For over 20 years,
the dark secrets of the biggest criminal
manhunt in British history have remained
a closed book. Detectives refused all
requests to tell the inside story of the
Yorkshire Ripper investigation that
logged over two million man-hours of
police work. The surviving victims
maintained a wall of silence and the
detailed forensic evidence, witness
statements and autopsy reports have
remained locked away, until now!
Michael Bilton has persuaded the key
people to talk. After years of research, he
can finally reveal the truth behind the
murder inquiry that left Peter Sutcliffe
free to kill again and again. (English)
Ngaire GENGE
The Forensic Casebook
319pp Tp 39.95
The Science of Crime Scene Investigation.
Filled with intriguing true stories and
packed with black-and-white illustrations
and photographs, this study draws on
interviews with police personnel and
forensic scientists (including animal
examiners, botanists, zoologists, firearms
specialists and autopsists) to uncover the
vast and detailed under-workings of
criminal investigation. Encyclopaedic in
scope, this riveting, authoritative book
leaves no aspect of forensic science
untouched, covering such fascinating
topics as: Securing a crime scene;
Identifying blood splatter patterns;
Collecting fingerprints and feet, lip and
ear prints; Lifting DNA prints; Examining
hair and fibre evidence; Interpreting the
stages of a body’s decay; Computer crime
and forensic photography; and Career
paths in criminal science. Lucidly written
and spiked with real crime stories, it
exposes the nitty-gritty that other books
only touch upon. (English)
Derek HAND & Janet FIFE-YEOMANS
The Coroner
227pp Tp 29.95
Investigating Sudden Death. This offers a
fascinating insight into the daily work of
Derrick Hand, who investigated the
death of Michael Hutchence, led the
inquiry into the Thredbo disaster, sent the
killers of Anita Cobby to trial and
presided over the court hearings in the
wake of the police shooting of French
photographer Ron Levi at Bondi.
(Australian)
Tony HILLERMAN & Ernie BULOW
Talking Mysteries (1991)
137pp Tp 29.95
A Conversation with Tony Hillerman. This is
the first paperback printing of the original
1991 hardback. It has a new afterword by
the author and includes a Jim Chee minimystery. (American)
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Clifford LINEDECKER
Poisoned Vows (1995)
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298pp Pb 16.95
Chronicles
the
criminal career of Jill
Coit, a sultry Southern
beauty who preyed on
eligible, wealthy men
and left a twisted trail
of ten marriages,
bigamy,
betrayal,
adultery and murder
across at least five
states. (American)
Fergus LINNANE
The Encyclopaedia of London Vice
and Crime
314pp Hb 65.00
This unique overview covers an
enormous chronological span, from
Roman London to the present, and deals
with topics from the Adams Gang to the
Kray brothers. There are entries on:
infamous criminals and gangs, leading
judges and advocates, famous murder
cases, great detectives in fiction and in
fact, methods of punishment, prisons and
public disorder. With over 3,000 entries
and more than 100 black and white
illustrations, this is an ideal reference tool
and a wonderful resource for anyone who
wants to browse through the history of
London’s dark side. (English)
Steven LONG
Out of Control
374pp Pb 15.95
The Clara Harris
murder case. Clara
and David Harris
were married on
Valentine’s
Day.
Young and in love,
they developed a
thriving
dental
business, built a halfmillion-dollar
mansion and raised
the perfect family.
Then whispers of an affair between David
and his beautiful secretary drifted
through their exclusive Houston social
circle. A private detective confirmed the
rumours. When Clara saw her husband
with his mistress, she climbed behind the
wheel of her luxurious car and put an end
to their charmed life together … by
crushing her husband to death
underneath the wheels of her silver
Mercedes-Benz. (American)
Bill MASON
Grand Theft
365pp Pb 22.95
Confessions of a master jewel thief. By day a
mild mannered family man, by night a
notorious cat burglar; Bill Mason relieved
the rich and famous of more than $50
million worth of jewellery during his 30year career. He stole from the likes of Bob
Hope, Truman Capote, Phyllis Diller and
even the Mob, but spent less than three
years in prison. (American)

PH 9264 3111 FAX 9264 8993

John PEARSON
One of the Family
357pp Hb 49.95
The Englishman and the Mafia. John Pearson’s The Cult of Violence: The Untold
Story of the Krays (Pb 19.95) created the myth of the Kray twins, and remains a
True Crime classic, the best book on East London villains and a book that started
a mini publishing industry. Pearson knows the London crime scene as well as
anyone, which is why he was surprised while attending Ronnie Kray’s funeral to
see a man to whom all the other villains deferred, but whom he did not recognise.
Investigation revealed that this man, known as “the Englishman”, was never
mentioned in any of the previous books on villainy because everyone was too
scared to say his name (very Harry Potter) he was as legendary a figure on the
streets of New York as on the streets of London. Pearson persuaded him to talk
and the result was a story even more extraordinary than that of the overexposed
Krays. He became the adopted son of Joey Pagano, the head of one of the major
New York crime families. Here the Englishman tells the story that no one else
dared to tell. (English)
Amanda SEAMAN
Bodies of Evidence
196pp Tp 43.00
Women, Society, and Detective Fiction in 1990s Japan. Amanda Seaman’s study
moves beyond the borders of detective fiction scholarship by exploring the
worlds constructed by these authors in their novels and showing how they
intersect with other political, cultural and economic discourses and with the lived
experiences of contemporary Japanese women. (American)
Harold SCHECHTER
Depraved
418pp Pb 18.95
The definitive true story of HH Holmes, whose grotesque crimes shattered turn-of-thecentury Chicago. This authoritative account chronicles the methods and madness
of a monster, who slipped easily into a bright, affluent midwestern suburb where
no one suspected he was the architect of a labyrinthine Castle of Horrors. Holmes
admitted to 27 murders by the time his madhouse of trapdoors, asphyxiation
devices, body chutes and acid vats was exposed. The seminal profile of a
homegrown madman in the era of Jack the Ripper, this book is also a
mesmerising tale of true detection long before the age of technological wizardry.
(American)
Ron STEPHENSON
The Scent of a Crime
239pp Pb 24.95
As Detective Superintendent-in-Charge of Operations at the Criminal
Investigations Branch, the author was responsible for the investigation of all
major crime in NSW. In this book he relives some of those investigations.
(Australian)
Carlton STOWERS
Innocence Lost
319pp Pb 15.95
With chilling detail, Stowers illuminates a dark corner of America’s heartland
and the children who hide there. What he found was an alienated subculture of
drug abuse, the occult and an unfathomable teenage rage that exploded at point
blank range on a shocking night of lost innocence. (American)
Ronald THOMAS
Detective Fiction and the Rise of Forensic Science
341pp Tp 69.95
Cambridge Studies in 19th century Literature and Culture series.
This is the first book about the relationship between the
development of forensic science in the 19th century and the
invention of a new literary genre of detective fiction in
Britain and America. Ronald Thomas examines the
criminal body as a site of interpretation and enforcement in
a wide range of fictional examples, from Poe, Dickens and
Hawthorne through Twain and Conan Doyle to Hammett,
Chandler and Christie. He is especially concerned with the
authority the literary detective manages to secure through
the ‘devices’ - fingerprinting, photography, lie detectors with which he discovers the truth and establishes his
expertise, and the way in which those devices relate to broader questions of
cultural authority at decisive moments in the history of the genre. This is an
interdisciplinary project, framing readings of literary texts with an analysis of
contemporaneous developments in criminology, the rules of evidence and
modern scientific accounts of identity. (American)
Crime Chronicle is compiled and edited
by Peter Milne and Shelley Kay
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